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TRUCKING INDUSTRY 

Statement 
HON ALYSSA HAYDEN (East Metropolitan) [9.46 pm]: As members in this house may remember, in my 
maiden speech I spoke about a truck trip that I had taken two weeks prior to entering Parliament. On that trip I 
joined a truck driver, Heather Jones, on one of her runs to Tom Price to deliver an oversized load of dongas to 
Rio Tinto. Once that five-day trip was over, I made a commitment to stand up for the transport industry and 
truck drivers on issues that had been identified during that trip. I also promised that I would get back into the cab 
for another run. Therefore, on Friday, 15 April, after our last sitting week before the break, I once again jumped 
into a cab to witness at first-hand the issues that face our truck drivers daily.  

I was picked up at Ginger’s Roadhouse, just before Bullsbrook, by Ray Pratt. Ray Pratt is chairman of the WA 
Long Distance Owners and Drivers Association, and he was my driver and companion for the next five days. I 
had met Ray briefly only twice before that time, so members can imagine that it took a few hours for us to get 
comfortable with each other. However, Ray was a wealth of knowledge, as we discussed all the issues and 
concerns in the trucking industry. As we sat in the cab of his pride and joy, his 23-year-old Kenworth, I felt 
every bump in the road. I am guessing that is why I went with Ray, because one of the industry’s main issues is 
the standard of our national highways. Each night we would stop for dinner at a roadhouse, where we would 
meet up with other drivers, and they would get to chew my ear for an hour or so before we embarked on the road 
again for a few more hours, until we found a suitable place to call it a day and stop for the night. We would then 
get up again bright and early and watch the sunrise as we headed down the road, while I kept an eagle eye out for 
the nearest toilet and coffee break. I have to say it was in that order—toilet break, then coffee. Just out of 
Geraldton I had the opportunity to travel with another driver for three hours, and I got to listen to his wish list. 
This trip was a bit more comfortable, because he had a brand-new Kenworth T904. It was quite difficult to climb 
out of his cab knowing that I would have to hop back into Ray’s 23-year-old girl for another bumpy ride. 

Late on Saturday afternoon, we arrived in Karratha, where I was greeted by my former driver, Heather Jones. 
Heather, never missing an opportunity, had set up a dinner with eight local drivers for me to hear their issues, 
and we talked about the industry inside and out. The following day, I was up and on the road by 7.00 am—they 
tell me that is a sleep-in—and I travelled around with two local drivers to experience the life of a contract driver 
in Karratha. As luck would have it, Hon Tony Abbott flew into Karratha that night, and I had the opportunity to 
discuss my trip with him and the necessity for more funding for our national highways.  

We discussed how Australia relies on the income from our mining and resource sector and that we need to start 
injecting money back into the very roads that support this industry.  

Day four—Monday afternoon—we were back in the Kenworth heading for home. Again, we stopped and chatted 
along the way to a number of drivers, arriving back at Gingers Roadhouse late on Tuesday night. I must say that 
I was looking forward to a shower and to sleeping in my own bed.  

During the trip I took great pride in checking out some of the new facilities that had been put in place since my 
original trip in 2009. A total of $12.5 million had been allocated to 43 separate projects within Western 
Australia. These projects included new sealed heavy vehicle rest areas, along with upgrades to current rest areas 
and new and upgraded decoupling stations. The first round of $5.41 million has been completed, with the second 
round of $7.14 million due to be completed in mid-2012. These upgrades are greatly appreciated by our drivers. 
This trip did not have the same shock factor as the original trip as I did not share a sleeping bay with bikies or 
experience frogs inside the toilet bowl. However, I think this was mainly due to the fact that I was prepared for 
the outdoor, open-air toilet experience and for the lack of facilities and safe places to sleep. Sadly, our drivers 
still face these issues on a daily basis. We expect to be supplied with a safe and secure place to work. We would 
expect a toilet and a shower if we had to stay overnight. The simple and basic facilities that we all take for 
granted every day and everywhere we go are not awarded to our truck drivers.  

Over the past few years there has been an increase in caravan travellers throughout Australia. Our grey nomad 
numbers have increased, and so have the facilities for them. It is great to see that we have catered for our 
travelling seniors and tourists, but, sadly, our truck drivers have once again been ignored. Our drivers drive past 
the new rest areas for tourists where toilets, showers and even sewer pumps to clean out the caravans are 
provided. Our drivers drive down the road and pull off in a rest bay or gravel pit that quite often does not provide 
a bin, let alone any other facilities. Although money is being spent to upgrade our rest areas and our truck drivers 
are happy, we have a long way to go.  

I collected many issues along the road, of which I will highlight three tonight. The first relates to the safe and 
sustainable rate. When the Barnett government took over, Hon Simon O’Brien honoured his promise to owner-
drivers and introduced new legislation for the safe and sustainable rate. Drivers are extremely grateful that this 
has happened—that they have been recognised and the legislation has been put in place. However, we now need 
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to start enforcing this legislation to ensure that our drivers are protected and paid appropriately. The second issue 
is the need to upgrade the North West Coastal Highway, which is vital to supporting not only our mining and 
resource industry but also our agricultural and fishing sectors. I literally had to close my eyes when passing 
oncoming road trains on parts of this road because it was so narrow and degraded. With the recent floods in 
Carnarvon and increased road traffic, this road needs our urgent attention. I look forward to working with my 
colleagues from both the Agricultural and the Mining and Pastoral Regions to see this happen. The third and last 
issue is that of roadhouses. Many of the 24-hour roadhouses that operated prior to 2003 have either had their 
kitchens closed or reduced their hours. Even our major towns of Carnarvon and Karratha do not have a 24-hour 
roadhouse. I have been led to believe that there is only one 24-hour roadhouse between Perth and Darwin. Our 
truck drivers travel all hours of the day and night and need to be able to pull into a roadhouse for a shower, a 
meal and a rest. Not having these facilities has made life even tougher for them and does not help them maintain 
fatigue management. It is my understanding that since Coles took ownership of the Shell service stations, the 
kitchens have been closed or operate on reduced hours. It is my opinion that as a corporate citizen, Coles needs 
to take responsibility and play a role in the transport industry by providing facilities to the very industry that it 
relies on. I am sure that most members have enjoyed a good meal at a roadhouse. It is sad that a lot of the 
roadhouses are disappearing. I would like to work towards seeing that these roadhouses provide vital services to 
our drivers.  

In closing, I wish to thank my driver, Ray Pratt, for his patience and for sharing his run, his opinions and his 
concerns. I give a special thank you to his very understanding wife. I also thank every driver who took their time 
to pull off the road and share five minutes with me along the way. I thank Heather Jones for organising my trip. I 
again give my commitment to these drivers that I will highlight the needs of their industry in this place. I look 
forward to seeing them on the road once again in the near future.  
 


